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NEW YORK (MainStreet) - For the first time in history, football fans will be able to watch the Super Bowl online for free or on their mobile phones (commercials and all), the NFL and NBC Universal reported Tuesday. The event will be broadcast live on NBCSports.com and NFL.com, and Verizon Wireless subscribers will also be able to watch the game on their mobile phones through the free NFL Mobile
app. In addition to the Super Bowl, fans will also be able to watch the Pro Bowl online, as well as both wildcard games on Wildcard Saturday January 7. We are excited to work with our NBC and Verizon partners to bring our fans more ways to watch their favorite sport at their favorite time of year, Hans Schroeder, the NFL's senior vice president of strategy and media development, said in an official
statement. While it seems doubtful that there will be many Super Bowl parties gathered around the laptop, non-cable households can appreciate the ability to connect a computer to a TV to watch the game. Of course, we imagine that most people will just get an antenna to pick up NBC's free live stream anyway. On the other hand, it allows fans to keep watching the game if they are briefly away from the
TV – for example, taking a break from the bathroom or running to the store to pick up more beer or snacks. And the online broadcast will also provide some additional features not found in the TV broadcast, including additional viewing angles, game highlights and live statistics. The Super Bowl will take place on February 5 in Indianapolis, and the Pro Bowl will be broadcast the previous Sunday, January 29
from Hawaii.Matt Brownell is a staff reporter for MainStreet. You can contact him via email matthew.brownell@thestreet.com, or follow him on Twitter @Brownellorama. Make your way to Hard Rock Stadium in Miami, Fla., if you plan to catch the Super Bowl this year in person. Otherwise, you can tune in to NBC from the screen to catch all the football madness from home. If you don't like the sports aspect
of the Super Bowl, then there are Still Super Bowl commercials, as well as musical performances by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira eagerly awaiting. February 2, 2020National Anthem: 6:00 p.m ETKickoff: 6:30 p.m ETHalftime show: 8:00 p.m ET (approx.) NBC will air Super Bowl 54 on its website, as well as its app, NBC Sports. Speaking of apps, you can also watch the Super Bowl with any of these free
apps that happen at your disposal:Yahoo SportsFox Sports GoNFL MobileNFL Now App (if you're limited to watching on a mobile device)Some streaming services such as Hulu + Live TV, fuboTV, DIRECTV Now and CBS Sports include NBC Sports as part of their subscription, so you can watch Super Bowl Sunday this way. Each of these streaming services offers a 7-day free water test before charging
for anything. Although each service has its own list of compatible devices, mobile, streaming and gaming devices Internet TV with, among others: Apple TVAmazon firestickRokuXbox onePlaystation 4You can also check out places like Facebook, YouTube and Reddit for live links to watch the Super Bowl.Although these tickets for the game itself do not include the cost of transportation that you need to get
you there, we have rounded up your best options – be prepared to make some seriously big money. If the worst comes to the worst, and you can't watch from home or fly out to Miami for Super Bowl Sunday, then there will definitely be local bars and sports restaurants filled with football fans like yourself. According to getting the most authentic gear, our top retailers to shop online for Super Bowl 54 are
NFLshop, FansEdge, Steiner Sports, eBay and Amazon. Each website adheres to its own pricing structure and guarantees its own delivery time. StubHub NFL VIP Hospitality Packages Last tested on December 19, 2019 fuboTV Watch NFL live with 7-day free trial fuboTV Use the 7-day free trial of FuboTV to watch and record NFL games on mobile, computer and Smart TV. Last Verified December 19,
2019 Fanatics 20% Off Choice NFL T-Shirts Last Verified 19 Dec 2019 Deal Expires December 30, 2050 Nike Store for Super Bowl Gear Fan Last Verified 30 Mar 2018 NFLshop.com Veterans, Active duty and retired military save 10% valid on all orders with verification ID.Me Last verified 30 Mar 2018 NFLshop.com 20% discount on nike clothing selection Includes NFL jersey , T-shirts, polos, jackets and
hoods Last verified 7 Mar 2018 Deal expires December 30, 2050 FansEdge Save up to 50% of NFL gear Last verified 1 Nov 2017 Deal expires December 30, 2050 Back to the top Was this content useful to you? Be terrified. Run away from him. The Patriots are still arriving at the Super Bowl. The Patriots ended the AFC championship game in overtime, ousting the Kansas City Chiefs for their fourth Super
Bowl in five years. They will play with the Los Angeles Rams, who overcame a similarly dramatic (and much more controversial) battle against the Saints. Super Bowl LIII has an air of destiny to it; In 2002, the Patriots beat the St. Louis Rams in Super Bowl XXXVI, starting the seemingly endless reign of NFL Quarterback Bill Belichick and Tom Brady. Nearly two decades later, the Patriots faced a much
younger Los Angeles-based Rams team that includes the youngest head coach in Super Bowl history, Sean McVay, and second-year quarterfinal winner Jared Goff. Will the Patriots win the Rams again? Or usurp the Rams' throne, launching Brady's cycle to the dead? Think the chunks that will end when THE GOAT inevitably leads their team to the Super Bowl again next year? However shaken, Super
Bowl LIII promises to be exciting. Here's how to watch it. CBS Sports website and app Date: February 3Rd Time: 3:30 pm.m. PT/6:30 p.m ET Where: Mercedes-Benz Stadium, Atlanta, Georgia Team: Los Angeles Rams vs. New England Patriots CBS broadcasts this year's game, and so will have several views. You can watch for free on the CBS Sports website or through the CBS sports app. For mobile
users, the CBS Sports app is available on iOS and Android. The app is also available on Apple TV, Roku and Amazon Fire TV. Live streaming services Cable Cutter can also watch the Super Bowl (unless they subscribe to Sling TV). CBS Sports is available on most live TV streaming services, including PlayStation Vue, Hulu with Live TV, YouTube TV, DirectTV Now (with Go Big and Gotta Have It
packages), and Sports-focused FuboTV. If you haven't cut the cable out of your life yet but are considering it, we have a guide to everything you need to know. Standalone Antenna TV options If you have an HD antenna, you can also catch a great game, provided that CBS is available in your area. Antenna Direct's locator tool allows you to find out if CBS can be obtained at home; simply enter your
information in the fields provided. If you don't already have one, here are some of our favorite antennas to get you connected to the game. Cable or satellite Assuming that you don't have access to any of the options above if you've subscribed to a TV provider, the absolute easiest way to watch your local CBS Sports affiliate is via cable or satellite. This will obviously be the most reliable option in general,
since you do not have to worry about the speed of the Internet connection or the loss of the antenna, and also you do not have to stick together with downloads of applications or browser windows. The Super Bowl is the biggest sporting event of the year in the U.S. From football to timeouts and funny ads, there's something for everyone. Just because you don't live in the U.S. doesn't mean you have to skip
all the action. The Super Bowl is available in Indonesia both on television and in streaming, so there are plenty of ways to join in the fun. The game will take place at Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta. The collision is scheduled to take place in Indonesia on Monday, February 4, from 6.30am IWST time. Super Bowl LIII will be available with NFL Game Pass. You can watch live and continuous collision
broadcast on the U.S. network by purchasing a subscription to Super Bowl LIII, which currently costs US$24.99 (approximately IDR350,000). The subscription also allows you to relive the 2018 season on demand, anytime, anywhere, on multiple devices. Alternatively, you can enjoy everything before the game build-up, tuned in to the NFL Network live, 24/7. NFL Game Pass is compatible with PCs, Macs,
smartphones, tablets, Chromecast, XBOX One, Apple TV, Android TV and Amazon Fire TV. Was this content helpful to you? As a recreational sport that people of all ages and skill levels can play, bowling should be fun. You and your friends can go out on the lanes and have a good time throwing a few games and, yes, you can probably bend some rules a little bit. Bowling owners and staff want you many
times, so they will look like so if you have a bunch of people lined up on the approach while you're throwing between your legs or if you and your friends tend to call for a backpack while you're there. It's ok (and encouraged) to have fun. But there are some things you shouldn't do. If you treat the bowling and its equipment with respect, the staff will give you the same respect in response. Sweeping is a
mechanical hand that goes down between shots, clearing the pins that you knocked down. You should never throw the ball until sweeping down as it can cause costly damage to the equipment. Always wait for the sweep to finish its work and go back and forth before starting your approach. Even if you think that you time your shot perfectly to avoid sweeping, there is a possibility a mechanical failure will
cause the sweep to get stuck. If that happens, your ball will crash into it loud enough for everyone in place to hear. Then, you hope you are lucky and have not done any harm. It's not uncommon for two or three friends to both throw the ball at the same time in an attempt to knock down the pins. Of course, it's fun for a fleeting moment, but it's also a great way to damage sweeping, as has already been
discussed. One of you can throw the ball faster than the other, and by the time your friend's ball gets there, sweeping is already down. In addition, the strips are not designed for multiple balls to fly there at once. Throw one ball at a time. The approach is to wood on which you stand before throwing the ball down the lane. Approaches should be kept extremely clean and smooth so that bowlers can slip on
them by throwing the ball. If you spill even a small amount of food or drink on an approach, it can cause a lot of problems. People will stick to the approach and the rest will remain on their shoes and end up all over the bowling. Keep food and drinks at the table away from approaches. While it may seem nice to rush a light ball as fast as you can to the pin, you run the wrong way and throw the ball into the
wrong lane, to the ceiling (yes, it happens) or elsewhere than towards the pins. Conversely, throwing too heavy a ball can cause you to lower it behind you or, worse, on your foot. Even if you don't throw the ball, it will take a long time for your body and you are putting yourself at risk of injury. Glue to the ball, which can be conveniently thrown. Everyone can have fun at the same time. Whether you're a
serious bowler who wants to get into some practice for the upcoming tournament, or someone who bowls once a year to have fun with friends, respect the people around you. No one should be able to get mad at you for having fun as long as you show them respect and total decency. If you are not sure the basics of how to behave in bowling, take a look at this primer on the etiquette of bowling. Etiquette.
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